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Abstract: With the power that big data provide to managers and organizations to yield insights for optimal institutional decision making, much concerns on the privacy of individuals rise on how collected information are reused. Individuals, here, are patients in the healthcare context. The study proposes a model for governing Big Data mapping traditional data governance practices while integrating security and privacy practices ensuring its continuity past Big Data processing and analytics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the information era, as scholars around the world still debate the definition of Big Data, they agree on the power that Big Data promises through analytics, predictive analysis, machine learning and artificial intelligence. Big Data represents a new leading frontier for science in the technological big ban, considering it as a core economic strength or strategic tool for organizations and nations alike to nurture growth and innovation, as Rubinfeld and Gal (2017)[1] “In such a world, access to data and to the information based on it becomes a strategic and valuable asset”. From Alphabet, Google’s parent company, Chairman Eric Schmidt describes it “I think that big data is so powerful that nation-states will fight over how much data matters”[30]. With headlines as IBM’s 1 Billion dollar in Watson investment focusing on Big Data and artificial intelligence, as well as prediction by the leading global market intelligence provider International Data Corporation (IDC) that big data analytics industry will foster 203 billion dollars in revenues by 2020, all of which reflects the size of matter at study. Big Data has gained the attention of governments over the globe; the U.S. Obama administration in March 2012 launched a 200-million-dollar investment in “Big Data Research”. Moreover, the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS), assigned the tax collection monopoly role, employs Big Data analytics to detect uncompliant taxpayers.

defines “Big Data is an abstract concept.” A more coherent Big Data core definition rests with its original 3Vs characteristics as described by Doug Laney from Gartner[3][37]. Volume, the main, represents the massive huge size and amount of data, Velocity the speed at which data flows from different data sources, and Variety for different sources and types of data. Some scholars have stretched this attribution to include Veracity describing data’s accuracy and more importantly, Value for the hidden values explored from data’s analysis and correlation. The technological advancements paved the way for real time operations at all levels of the data lifecycle, allowing instant collection and storage, and instantly employing mining, associating and analyzing abilities. These advancements are algorithms that extend its abilities for an efficient and quick analysis of correlations between variables, patterns discovery, predictions creation and past actions learning.

Big Data ultimately provides insights that in conventional method would be rather be tougher for researchers to extract, as experts shed lights to the importance of its implementation in the healthcare sector. Organizations have stretched the infrastructure of data collection from databases to data warehouse integrating different sources of datasets. Data that can be structured or unstructured, can be of different formats, types and schemas. Hence, we have exceeded the capacity of data warehouses and reached a contemporary concept “Data Lakes” that has the ability for unlimited storage of all types of data. In his article “5 Big Data Trends in Healthcare in 2017”, illustrates “One major healthcare provider leveraged a data lake approach as it aggregated massive volumes of data as a data hub for various departments, including fraud prevention. As a result, the provider is on the way to capturing an incremental 20% of fraud, waste, and abuse in its claims department.” As the practice in healthcare providers nowadays are moving toward patient-centric and evidence-based medicine, it is crucial to capture all data types and sources such as claims, clinical, pharmacy, electronic health records for the outcome of a combination of health care services. The ability of patient real time monitoring from Health IoT wearable devices collected data combined with real time processing algorithms of predictive analytics and machine learning provides physicians with insights for lifesaving decisions.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Big Data

Chen et al. (2014) states that “Big Data typically includes masses of unstructured data than need more real-time analysis.” They declared that Big Data opens opportunities for insights to discover new hidden values when datasets are effectively organized and managed. The importance of Big Data has captured the interest of industries and government agencies as they set forth major plans for research and application of Big Data while the public media speculates around its issues, however many companies like Google and Facebook generate and process tens of Petabyte of data daily from online transactions. The challenging problems that demand express solutions include the collection and integration of widely distributed data sources, increased dependency on cloud computing and rapid growth of Internet of Things (IoT) that employs sensors globally to collect and transmit data to the cloud for storing and processing, all of which has surpassed the computing capabilities of enterprise IT architecture and infrastructure. Big Data’s foundation could be traced back to Doug Laney’s study in 2001 with the 3Vs model. The model describes three characteristics volume meaning the mass generating of data, velocity to collecting and analyzing, and variety indicating the various types of structured and unstructured data. However, an influential leader in Big Data, an International Data Corporation (IDC) report defined the 4Vs of Big Data that includes volume for exploring the meaning and necessity over the original 3Vs. reflects on a report from McKinsey & Company that conducted and in-depth study on five core industries including U.S. healthcare, administration of E.U. public sector and U.S. retail. The report found that Big Data when utilized effectively and creatively improves productivity and competitiveness among enterprises and the public sector. The report’s results also suggest an increased 300 Billion USD in the value of the medical industry in U.S. Healthcare sector and an 8% reduction in U.S. expenditure.

defines “Big data is a generic name for data that share several characteristics with regard to their aggregation, rather than content”. Their observations however include (1) the wide range of the content of data, (2) markets requiring specific data such as a sports car dealer’s interest in income and spending habits, (3) data having different use and meaning to different users...The authors investigated the access barriers to Big-Data markets along the data value chain. Technological barriers include abundance of unique data that are not publicly available, high fixed costs of building and infrastructure for data collection versus low cost of data extraction, intermediary platform between two groups of users such as Google’s role between the advertisers and the advertising sites, and information location and ownership. Legal barriers include data protection and privacy laws; many authorities have forced limitation of data collection activities especially to personal data. European Union and United States has a “Safe Harbor” agreement to protect privacy their...
citizens in terms of their personal data storage outside its jurisdiction. Other barriers include the way data are organized in databases with numerous parameters and the constant updates, the power analytical tool used to make correlation through advanced algorithms empowering techniques such as artificial intelligence, machine learning and pattern recognition. Intellectual property in some cases, considered by the authors as a direct barrier of Big Data reuse, concluded that Big Data markets “have the potential to create durable market power in data-related markets or to serve as a basis for anticompetitive conduct.”

In the context of Medical Bioinformatics, Merelli et al. (2014) defines, “Big Data is based on the concept of data sets whose size is beyond the management capabilities of typical relational database software[6].” With the complexity of biological systems in mind, the authors discuss the consequent need for complex algorithms for mining bio-information. Big Data architectures requires reliable storage capacity, consistent access to data from integrated systems and excessive transfer operations. Managing and accessing Big Data is one critical area that has challenges determining the technical requirements of the file system, network bandwidth, and storage and computational parallelism, and server/client models. Data parallelism in cluster computing is one aspect of analysis facilities. Cloud computing, especially in bioinformatics field is advancing as it addresses issues relating to storage and analysis. Semantics encourages standardization in data integration and annotations. Ontologies are very important in the bioinformatics context as it removes ambiguity over terminology of words. Whatever technology, features and capabilities it provides, the need for secure authentication and measures to ensure authorized access to data maintaining its integrity. The authors conclude with open technical problems and solutions such as relational databases lacking scalability and consistency in maintaining complex Big Data relations, where as non-relational databases can combine both. Virtualization technology that can be key in facilitating the in-memory in databases, among others as well.

Mendonc et al. (2016) paper proposes a risk management model for big data, integrating risk assessment exercises in the Big Data process at different crucial stages using NASA’s approach for specific FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) method for discovering failure causes[10], effects and problem affecting a system. The model also employ the Grey theory introduced by J. L. Deng for grey systems, a methodology for solving uncertainty problem dealing with incomplete and lack in information. The proposed model includes several steps starting from past data or an expert’s knowledge in previous failure, followed by determining and evaluating potential failure modes while classification under the four dimensions of Big Data Security (identification and access management, device and application registration, infrastructure management and data governance). Step 3 is the grey analysis of relation for possible accidents where grey coefficient and degree of relation is calculated to rank the priority of risk. The researchers concluded that Big Data Security’s main difficulties in risk analysis is the volume and variety of data from different data sources requiring structured analysis to address risks. The proposed model is justified to identify and assess quantitatively Big Data risks. They also highlighted the importance of Big Data governance as to ensure that appropriate controls exist.

paper introduces the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) branch in U.S department of treasury, and their implementation and application of Big Data to detect fraud and tax evasions[11]. Using Big Data Analytics, data from commercial (Facebook, Instagram) and public pools were mined. Potential non-compliant taxpayers were identified by running pattern recognition algorithms.

B. Data Governance

discusses the corporate level of data governance while reflecting its importance through data integrity being mentioned in the guidance documents of several agencies such as the World Health Organization. McDowall states that it takes longer time for compliance but remains cheaper than adopting corrective action in case of non-compliance[20]. Despite that, data governance has been recognized for the past decade, however is not in good practice, starting from differences between regulatory and non-regulatory definitions. He emphasized the involvement of senior management to maintain effective data governance by referring to several regulators (U.S. and E.U.) from a quality system and in the context of pharmaceutical. Accordingly, when considering several guidance documents and a publication from the Society of Pharmaceutical Engineering, we can drive a data governance structure for sponsoring data governance program, change management controls, developing policy and procedures, identifying data roles and responsibilities, and establishing quality assurance. Certain applications of role and responsibilities in a data governance program may include designating Chief Data Integrity Officer, data governance steering committee and subcommittees, as well as certain responsibilities at level line management, information technology and quality assurance. Furthermore, policy is required to guide implementation and compliance of the program, as well as metrics to help managers monitor it.

developed whitepapers for guide to data governance from Microsoft. The authors examined different aspects of data governance recognizing the increased reliance of confidential data that may include intellectual property, corporate secrets, market insights and customers’ information all at which to achieve compliance obligations. Data governance as defines it[17], “an approach that public and private entities can use to organize one or more aspects of their data management efforts, including business intelligence (BI), data security and privacy, master data management (MDM), and data quality (DQ) management.” Challenges to information security from criminal enterprises, espionage and warfare; identity theft and misuse of personal information for information privacy; and legislations such as U.S. HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act), Canada’s PIPEDA (Personal Information Protection and Electronic Document.
Act) and E.U DPD (Data Protection Directive) makes the regulation landscape more and more complex. Data Management International provides a guide for core data management functions. The authors proposed a framework for DGPC (Data Governance Privacy, Confidentiality and Compliance). The framework ensures implementation of the data governance practices reviewing business strategy, regulations and standards; allows refinement of requirements for GRC (Governance, Risk and Compliance) to define strategy followed by controls. The framework provides four guiding principles for honoring confidentiality, reducing risk of unauthorized access/ misuse, reducing impact of data loss, documenting and demonstrating applicable controls and their effectiveness. Furthermore, basic DGCP policies are information security, privacy, data classification and data stewardship.

The article on “The Changing Health Data Governance Landscape”. The author observed the change on three major areas, (1) the challenges from the growth of importance of data governance must be addressed; (2) the governance process in healthcare organization must be prioritized based on design, implementation and functions (3); and that governance is naturally standardizing. The author reflected the shortage in literature for risk-based strategies for managing privacy of new electronic sources of health data from the field of health data governance. The author stated the works of several of his colleagues and associates. This included revised data access policies for funded data sets from both state and federals, the differentiation between data of different activities of treatment and research, a case study for extraction of EHR (electronic health record) data as well as engaging patients in using their data and learning privacy for better decision all of which has impact to governance structure. In this sense, more governance policies and procedures are required forced by emergence of distributed research networks, healthcare organization require more specialized individuals such as privacy, security and regulatory experts; and governance structure required institutional review boards and data governance committees.

From eGEMs, we also look at Petersen (2016) article on “The Future of Patient Engagement in the Governance of Shared Data.” The author describes excitement in rapid evolving filed of precision medicine and patient-centered medical care at home model. Precision medicine tailors medical care, practices, decision and products to patients individually. The great quantity of PHI (Personal Health Information) brought with such models allows the use of patients’ data for research for new treatment advances. However, this brings forth concerns regarding security, privacy, ethics, legal and social issues, which requires evolving policies towards governing data sharing and usage. The author suggests that in the same manner where patients sign written consent for the use of their demographics and health information for providing medical care, they are asked additional questions on how their data are used, and how it can contribute to data sharing for research, quality improvements... This process requires technical assurance through developing and monitoring a data use policy, data management and data protection mechanisms that are compliant with state and federal regulations such as HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act).

In the January edition, senior writer of wrote, “Organizations are increasingly recognizing the value of corporate data as a resource and consequently are focusing more on governance of that data[16].” The title of the article reflects governance as being a mandate driver for data enterprises. The author gave an example of a gaming company that sought GRC (Governance, Risk, and Compliance) solutions and its choice of Keylight. Keylight provided four programs such documentation controls for policies, risk assessment for third party vendors, incident management and security management. The applications provided a structure approach for managing policies and their reviews, a more systematic way to assessing risks, as well as integrations with other security solutions for capturing analytics and drawings dashboard. Such solutions capture the attention of C-level management such as the Chief Information Officer from its governance nature, since components of governance are settings business policies pertaining data security and privacy; and enforcing those policies.

The critical factors, as the researcher puts is, includes (1) data ownership, its nature and distribution such as faculty owning data from learning process while administrative facts owning part of that data. (2) Organizational data silos resulting from interpreting learning analytics data, and accordingly (3) Strategic decisions that require evidence and facts –based analysis. Suggestions made in the study to build a comprehensive model is stating small, key stakeholder support and empowerment, considering the information from learning analytics process, power distribution setting roles and responsibilities, provide operational principles and sanctions to manage conflicts and struggles, assessing and sharing the maturity of the model among stakeholder and understanding the requirements of ethical and legal aspects.

C. Privacy

discuss, “Dynamic access control model for privacy preserving personalized healthcare in cloud environment”.

PHR (personal health record) unlike EHR (electronic health
record) or EMR (electronic medical record) contains all health information about an individual such as blood pressure, weight, medical history, surgeries, vaccination… with data even pulled from wearable devices. The researchers here propose a DAC (dynamic access control) model, which substitutes existing models such as traditional RBAC (role based access control) that is most convenient for health care setting however has privacy preservation limitations. Components of the model structure as suggested by researchers, Son et al. (2016), “ProfileManager, ContextManager, Access ControlManager, and PHR Data Storage.” Just like any access control having a Subject (patient, physician or any individual) requesting is requesting access to an Object (data, application, system…), the process of accessing PHR on the cloud are follows 1. ProfileManager validates subject’s information and role request, (2)ContextManager analyzes the context (question around who, when, where, why…) of the subject (3) Access ControlManager checks the access conditions and goals of the object (4) Map context information and access conditions.

The proposed model is intended for use in the healthcare domain with data on the cloud. DeAngles (2015) debates, “EHR systems improve the quality of care from providers, reduce mistakes, allow for more timely research in public health, and greatly reduce costs.” EHR stands for Electronic Health Records, a system that is implemented in healthcare organization to manage clinical data about their patients. While providing the increasing numbers of EHR implementation between the years of 2005 and 2009, the writer reflects on the notions from both former US presidents George W. Bush, and Barack H. Obama to adopt EHR at all healthcare providers through compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) called for its concerns around security and privacy issues in the absence of EHR. OIG conducted regular reviews for security controls of EHR as well as medical device and machine that can be connected to organizational network. The writer expressed opinion in federal government nationalizing EHR regulations, establishing an EHR network on a nation-wide scale. Technical constraints include interfacing induced loss of data transmissions, data formats rendering and cloud computing among others require some standardization.

Existing legislative and laws present barriers for transferring EHR, examples include privacy laws of some states are more restrictive than federal laws as well as HIPAA privacy regulations. With more details around the limitation of U.S. laws and regulations, suggests, “the federal government should regulate a national network of EHRs to minimize waste associated with the current EHR framework of fragmented networks”.

discusses, “A tidal wave that could turn our healthcare system upside down” that there is possibility of putting use of the evolving number of CHDs (connected health devices) referring to applications and gadgets that provide individuals with health indicators[24]. Using CHDs, individuals’ behaviors such as physical activity, diet, smoking, consumption of alcohol, use of medication can be tracked. Looking at future possibilities, doctors will use this abundance of information for their practices, however a need for expert systems and artificial intelligence to avoid overload information. This mandates re-organizing healthcare systems to import such data sources, however this may be tripped by the fact that some healthcare activities may fade with time. Another challenge with the development and adoption of CHDs in healthcare is maintaining the availability and access to everyone, suggesting that authorized government or state agency should govern this function. The writer, therefore, suggests that instead of resisting this change, embrace it by channeling it towards positive impact.

Key concern here is CHDs data quality vs. legal issues; where in some critical areas are risky considering their control over insulin pump for example. A proper assessment should conducted to evaluate the quality of CHD. Another concern regarding data and information collected and processed from CHDs is privacy. Individuals who access to such information must be authorized to do so. Technical restrictions must be in place to monitor and protect unauthorized access. Laws is another control for preserving individual’s privacy. All European products of such devices must comply with the obligations of protecting privacy of individuals. The writers reflect the importance of “Privacy by Design”, where privacy is considered in the early stages of the project taking into account information collection, use and user’s access rights. Another concern is the security and hence the safety of patients, when an attacker abuses a weakness in the flow capturing a message from CHD specifying high glucose level instructing the insulin pump to deliver insulin dosage. The attacker can then replay attacks putting patient safety at risk. Therefore, there is need for mechanisms that can ensure the security goals (Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability). The writers propose that there is a need for ethical and medical evaluation, guidelines for security, as well as sanction to enforce compliance from manufacturers and producers of such CHDs

D. Big Data, Data Governance and Privacy

exploring “it is the legal framework of global privacy that gives new color to this concept as applied to Big Data.” Everson was referring to the concept rooting from system engineering known as “Privacy by Design”. The framework is a comprehensive approach that takes privacy practices prior to the system development lifecycle, anticipating how data will be collected, used and accessed. The research explores the principles of this framework being proactive, preventive, the default setting of privacy, privacy embedded design, full lifecycle security protection, visibility and transparency and user-centric privacy.

The researcher emphasizes the failure neglecting the adoption of the framework in system/solution development leading to limited controls. Repercussions on cost of time and money.
reputation, performance falling back and security is doing due to privacy weaknesses.

Privacy by Design framework assists organizations in breaking down the complex legal, ethical and social concerns by fostering privacy practices into systems requirements.

explores the principles mentioned herein and mapping its practices to Big Data while providing real life examples. (1) Proactive consideration of the broad context of data during its lifecycle (collection, storage and use) and the impacts and perceptions that may arise. (2) Fostering a privacy aware culture through privacy policies enforced and monitored by management privacy governance. (3) Design the Big Data infrastructure building the data environment up while privacy is in mind. (4) With privacy in mind, surrogating certain data elements removes privacy risk when provided to creators of new data element. (5) Privacy expectations in the public context such as Facebook’s self-enable privacy settings represents best practices for data-driven businesses. (6) Visibility and transparency throughout Data lifecycle remove obscurity around data source; Cloud-Computing represents a good example as a case study. (7) Building a privacy aware data-rich solutions require a tiered approach segregating end user’s access to data. (8) Privacy laws and regulations that cater for the emerging Big Data era. Everson (2016) concluded, “the sheer volume and velocity of future Big Data environments will continue to expand” expressing opinion in making the decisions that will shape he Big Data landscape future based on Privacy by design.

their processes and procedures because of the definition if holds for information from UTSA (Uniform Trace Secret Act).

Industry practices for dealing with Big Data includes practitioners of big data to mask PII (personally identifiable information) within the raw data. Removing information relating to names, addresses, and phone numbers that

However, many international organizations are working on standardizing the data format to enable aggregation of Big Data. Furthermore, procedures around how data are collected and prepared are being required from researchers. The author explains how intellectual property law in the U.S. influences public disclosure through can identify individual anonymizing the dataset. Classification is another approach for altering data before it becomes public available. Some practitioners perform such functions with risk of subjectivity, while advanced software does that for them. However, it remains crucial the knowledge of the context for such human judgment.

Author discusses implications and concludes suggesting a law proposal. Concerning patent law, it is unlikely that it will encourage disclosure for Big Data due to the absence of an official definition of Big Data. Copyright law provides Big Data minimal protection as courts consider subjective judgment as complications in process of data selection and arrangement. A new law is required for Big Data under intellectual property with characteristics of subject matter, exclusivity for publishers while conditioned by set of acquisition rules.

“Big Data and security policies” debate the development of a framework for regulating all phases of Big Data process (collection, analysis and use) in the field of security for law enforcements and intelligence agencies[28]. This includes adding new layers of protection, “duty of care” audit reviews and legislations for responsibility of accurate analysis of data processing. Big Data provides a sense of threat towards individuals and societal freedom, therefore mechanisms for accountability should be in place. Government agencies use Big Data for combating fraud, due to its predictive analysis in the field of intelligence. Some indications provide insight to the future of Big Data. Smart devices and Internet of Things (IoT) have exponentially exploded the availability of data. Emerging new techniques and algorithms such as self and machine learning. Predictive analysis is another emerging concept with the availability of both historical and real-time data, which in turns provide preemptive capabilities in terms of security to law enforcement and government agencies.

More benefits in the field of security include refined and precise risk analysis better forensics analysis in investigations. Hence the dilemma here between its benefit and the collection of a mix of both private and public data, and its impact on the perception of freedom. The authors debate their framework listing formal practices of regulation on the analysis and use phases of the lifecycle of Big Data, considering that existing regulations already force rules on data collection phase. In regulating analysis, principles such as duty of care are suggested to address concerns. Concerns include legally acquiring data, data consistently up to date, and that biases may exist within their dataset. Moreover, the methodology and algorithm must follow scientific criteria and is open for reviews. Another suggestion includes external reviews or audit by an oversight authority. Evaluation of such projects to include goals and impacts to privacy, freedom and security as well as cost. In regulating use however, benchmarks are required to link the security organization and the impact to individual and his rights, more details here are required to remove margins of error. Additionally, consider banning of automated decision-making, as well as the responsibility that falls in the hand of the party that acts based on the analysis showing the considerations and factors.

In a separate complimentary area, of “Who watches the watcher?” where the authors emphasized the term “intensified oversight”. Transparency, accountability and judicial reviews all fall under this category.

III. METHODOLOGY:

Big Data still maintains its position as a trending concept, researchers have yet to quantify and harness their broad applicative theories, as information are not yet saturated. The study here will be an exploratory qualitative research study to gain an understanding of data governance and privacy practices and how they can be mapped to Big Data. This should provide some insights into the problem of privacy concerns in the Big Data landscape.

Data collection tools includes interviews as primary source of data with a convenient sampling of key selected personnel from an organization working in IT department where their
experience within the field and positions of operations management and data warehouse administration that will expand the knowledge into the study problem. Observation is another means of qualitative research technique, with experience in the field of information security and privacy, and researching literature as secondary data sources. This provides insights that will assist in developing the proposed governance model.

Some limitations exist to the study that are barriers. This demeans the ability for conclusive ideas and suggestions with the scarcity of available information for a comprehensive view to the area where Big Data, Data Governance and Privacy meet. Interviews, despite convenience, were conducted in one organization disregarding other organizations’ views of implementing security controls, privacy practices and data governance with possibilities of biases. The analysis of data collected are done on the assumption that it is accurate from primary and secondary sources.

IV. FINDINGS:

A. Interviews

The interviews conducted with operations manager reflects the business aspect, while database warehouse administrator reflects the technical aspect of the study:

- Privacy practices through several activities such access monitor and review, patient consent and documentation, policy on confidentiality and release of information…
- Security practices such as continuous information risk assessments and evaluations, identity and access provisioning, log management and reviews, disaster recovery exercises...
- Audit and reviews both internally and externally conducted on yearly basis
- Data governance practices and structures exists, roles and responsibilities about data management surfaces, high management committee exists making decision for organizational data…

B. Observation from Literature

1) Privacy Practices

There are general privacy principles that several laws describe. Such laws are Canadian Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), U.K. Data Protection Act (DPA) and U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Objective reflected to our study here is that it highlights the importance of key principle factors that are

- Data obtained with the consent of patients
- Data are accurate, complete and is up to date; patients have the right to request changes
- Data collected must be limited towards the specific purpose of collections
- Data access, authorization and disclosure follows the concept of “Need-to-Know” basis for providers of care services; patients have the right to be aware when their data are disclosed.

2) Security Practices

Security practices are to ensure that the security pillars are maintained, aiming at avoiding security risks impact to information systems and data… and with Bigger Data comes bigger magnitude of the impact.

Risk Analysis

Risk analysis is an ongoing continuous process. It allows identifying risk and associated threat and vulnerability, analyzing the measure required for appropriate action to risk mitigation. Risks observed here may include unauthorized access or disclosure all of which may lead to security breaches or privacy violations. Several methodologies exist for a risk assessment exercise; most common methodology is the “NIST SP 800-30” from National Institute of Science and Technology with more emphasis to healthcare and HIPAA in precise in their special publication NIST SP 800-66.

Access Monitor and Review

Access monitoring and review is another process that requires continuous attention. HIPAA forces monetary penalties in case covered healthcare organizations are not compliant to its practices, one of which is access provisioning and continuous monitoring by checking systems logs and audit trail for successful logins and authorizations within the scope and duration of the work whereas otherwise would raise flags.

Compliance

Compliance typically refers to the adherence to rules, regulations, laws, policies and procedures in a certain written document. Up to this date, and while the concept is trending, no law exists to define nor to govern Big Data. However, traditional policies allow organizations to expand the framework of applicability to Big Data. It is by default essential for below data governance policies to guide this applicability.

- Information Security Policy, high-level policy supported by others that guide the overall implementation of an information security program.
- Data Classification Policy, lays out a baseline for the levels of data based on their nature and criticality for proper allocation of security measures.

Proposed Model

Following the above findings on privacy and security practices, compliance and data governance practices; we introduce the proposed model. The proposed model assumes a broader definition for data roles to satisfy the need to govern Big Data while ensuring patient privacy in our case. The below proposed definition can be functions or roles expanding traditional data governance data roles.

Data Council represents both data owners and stewards at one instance, who have experience with data decisions, data types and data management. In our model, they represent the entity that defines the scope of data and its types required for data analytics activities whether in a routine or at instance processing.

Data Immunizer represents in part the data custodians,
the role or function in charge of applying security practices to Big Data to monitor accesses, identify risks for proper measure allocations, educate individuals involved in the Big Data process to security risks and monitors compliance. It is natural to consider this role/function falling within the scope of an IT unit or department.

**Data Scavenger** is the role/function in charge of the data collection process. It may also fall under IT responsibilities due data collection techniques including creating data warehouse and data marts as well as data mining techniques to create new data.

**Data Anonymizer** is the role/function that monitors the privacy principles and conditions when processing Big Data as well as applying de-identification techniques, which eliminates the chance of patient re-identification in the scope Big Data processing.

**Data Researcher** is the role/function that runs tools and techniques for discovering hidden information within data. Tools may include business intelligence tools and business analytics techniques such as machine learning, predictive analysis...

The above proposed roles/functions as well as policies and procedures and applicable law and regulations should formulate the following model. It is worth mentioning the need to expand the coverage of laws and regulations and policies and procedures to cover Big Data in the governance proposed model.

**LAW AND REGULATIONS**

**POLICIES AND PROCEDURES**

**BIG DATA GOVERNANCE**

**Data Council**

**Data Immunizer**

**Data Scavenger**

**Data Anonymizer**

**Data Researcher**

**Fig. 3. Proposed Model for Big Data Governance**

To better illustrate our model, let us consider in our healthcare setting that there is a new H1N1 outbreak and that a specific medical center has a Big Data implementation to make data analytics. Management of the medical center wants to forecast and predict the threshold of this pandemic to make available the required vaccines and medication. Data Council meets to decide on what type of data they are looking for. These data may include symptoms found in datasets within patient records, in addition for data relating to residence and recent location visits traveled. Data immunizer makes sure that the Data scavenger’s access is provisioned and monitored for the required data extraction from data repositories. Data scavenger creates data mart from extracted data and makes it available for the Data Anonymizer that applies safe harbor de-identification technique to eliminate the chance of patient re-identification to avoid privacy violations. Data researcher applies business intelligence and analytics and gets useful information. In our example, this information can yield predictive information such as that Africa is place of origin of the new H1N1 outbreak as well as that the medical center should expect 100 cases to be reported within the coming the month.

**V. CONCLUSION:**

Traditionally organization would not store data beyond the capacity of its operations. It is not until it was legally required to retain certain data that organizations started collecting and storing them for periods. In the case of enterprises, it was an unlimited retain strategy rather than face non-compliance issues. Having that history of records and data, as well as the advancements in technology, more accurately, data storage and analytics allowed the big bang of Big Data. However, Big Data is still at large for reaching a concrete definition that allows development of international laws providing legal frameworks for organization and institutions alike to work with. This is one end of the problem; it is common and collectively agreed upon the power that Big Data provide. However, the means of processing them beyond the purpose that they were originally collected for raises privacy concerns.

Within the context of the healthcare industry, we proposed the title “Governing Medical Big Data” out of which the area of study is the intersection of three major topics, Big Data, Privacy and Data Governance. The exploration of this area allowed the proposal of a governance model for Big Data. The discovery of certain materials were required to assemble the proposed model. Privacy practices include general conditions and principles from international rules and regulations. The essential privacy practice for the model was de-identification techniques of patients. Security practices essentials included risk analysis and access monitoring, compliance to predefined organizational policies and procedures as well as rules and regulations. Data governance practices include plans, policies and structure. The main concern is structure of the data governance body that includes data owner, data steward, data custodian and data user. The proposed model expanded the roles of traditional data governance best fitting the argument. The model introduced roles and functions such as data council who is the acting authority of data, data immunizer who employs security practices, and data scavenger who collects and creates data, data anonymizer that employs privacy practices and researcher who looks for hidden information within data. The contribution to this domain is a basic model that requires more research for clearer descriptions for one part of
an overall framework. With this said, we have not fully explored other aspects required for a standardized Big Data framework; this includes technical, social and legal aspects. Researchers are urged to explore Big Data from other aspects and other settings while attempting to provide solutions that can leverage the potential to develop hypotheses for quantitative researchers. Such solutions can assist in developing the rules and regulations for a legal framework as well as develop best practices for standardized Big Data operational framework. Organizations wishing to pursue Big Data projects should employ the highest levels of security and privacy practices. This includes educating, in our case for example, patients about how their data will be used and what measures exists to protect their privacy thus obtaining their consent for further use. The combined cooperation among organizations will provide the public interest with the greater good. Data sharing and exchange, leveraging Big Data analytics to provide better services and research capabilities. This is most precise and promising for healthcare organizations.
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